
The Interests of Children

As each year’s additional supply of suddenly deregulated NCLB reforms bullied their 
way into low-income schools, engendering a flood of endlessly denigrated test scores – well, not 
surprisingly?

Due to a years-long history of being an over ninety-percent non-White, low-income 
institution, Central High quickly drew a long line of miracle-working “fixer” attention.

After all, as the so many compassionate “experts” of modern days thought it helpful to 
publish in local newspapers and on insistently advertised school-performance websites: Central 
High, despite the every year amazing efforts made by children living with a severe and relentless 
poverty; some homeless, some transient; many learning to speak, read and write in a brand new 
language:

Well, Central High?
Was clearly and irrefutably an F school. 
A school miserably and unacceptably failing.* 
Just in case anybody out there – hadn’t heard.
To jumpstart the social “progress” now demanded by a suddenly instigated NCLB, the 

optimistic, career-minded principal who, for so many long years, had been in charge at Central 
High, was abruptly transferred out of our building.  Discussions around securing new leadership 
began.  For reform loyalists, considering parental requests to recruit locally smacked of those 
now outdated old-school traditions and that dreaded backward fall into the democratic practices 
associated to a pre-NCLB status quo.  It wasn’t long, then, before Mr. Elton – a burly, hired-on-
purpose-Black-male-from-back-East-where-people-are-unquestionably-smarter; an imposing, 
never-smiling man who looked the very part of a no-nonsense reformer – took over. 

“I feel that I must warn you,” Mr. Elton informed our staff at his initial faculty meeting; 
holding an expression of serious concentration, he stared solemn-faced out at his audience.  
“White women moving into this neighborhood have made appointments to see me.  And these 
women,” he continued in a threatening tone, “have made it very clear: They want this school to 
be...” and here he paused for affect: 

“Better.” 
Peering out into the heavy air of our auditorium, his unwavering frown dared anyone to 

question these unassailable intentions.  “So, I am here to tell you?  That that is what we are going 
to be: 

“Better!”
Ah, we whispered, one to the other: so that was it.  
The local community, made up historically of minority families – of non-White mothers 

who had lived in surrounding neighborhoods for decades – must never have been motivated 
enough, perhaps simply not wise enough, to consider coming into the building and making such 
an essential request.

Only one year later, Mr. Elton, who, through a conspicuous lack in both educational and 
management experience had made countless appalling and even scandalous errors, was forced to 
resign his powerful position.  Exchanged for yet another highly-paid (although this time 
publicly-acclaimed Latina) “fixer” administrator, we learned that our latest leader’s vision 
apparently mimicked Mr. Elton’s push to please the dominant culture.  Under our new principal’s 
direction, the excitingly transformed and unquestionably better Central High?



Was going to look like, act like, and, for all intents and purposes be an exact replica of 
Franklin Hills High School.  That award-winning, high-test-scoring and surely superior suburban 
high school – on the other side of town.  

Nevermind that Franklin Hills’ students were, and had traditionally always been, over 
ninety-five percent White.  

Nevermind that the average annual income of the households located in, and around, 
Franklin Hills’ neighborhoods came in at well over $80K each year.  

And a very ironic nevermind, that – in a protective recognition of research-based stability 
as a proven precursor for a long-term, deeply-embedded student achievement – the career-
minded, career-committed principal at Franklin Hills High School had been in charge at her 
building for seventeen consecutive years and was still, very guardedly and very proactively, 
calling the shots.

In the name of a “compassionately” instigated statistical reform, once a nationally 
mandated NCLB had made the inflexible invasion of poor and often culturally-different schools 
not only obligatory, but abruptly imperative, huge amounts of time, energy and money had been 
spent in seeking to prove that it was not only possible, but munificently helpful, to force non-
White, non-wealthy kids into their very best imitation of: 

Wealthy White Kids.
Teaching those who were poor to be poor (because, well, honestly, we really weren’t 

planning to do anything about that) but to not look or act poor.  
To be culturally different:
But to not look or act culturally different.
Surely this, as the so many big-name school reformers of modern days could now make 

abundantly clear, was in the very best interests of children.  

*When, in the name of a “benevolent” intervention, you assertively malign, label, invade and destabilize those 
schools where, due to the wide array of issues attached to poverty and cultural disconnect, only around 40 percent of 
students graduate and move on to find success at a college – ultimately what you are doing in the name of your 
unprecedented “compassion? ”  Is making sure that even this small but steady percent of minority students cannot 
progress and successfully integrate into society. 


